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FROM WILSON, COAST OF SICILY, OPPOSITE CALABRIA

Canadian ond British troops invading Italy landed on the Leaches of Calabria an

hour before dawn today under cover of an artillery barrage from Sicily and by 7 a,m,

sent back "word that the beaches were secured.

The signal for the beginning of the invasion of Europe which was started by the

Eighth Army was a twin stream of tracers from heavy ack-ack at 3,30 a,m, marking the

way on to the beaches for a long line of landing craft which were dimly visible from

the Sicilian shore.

Tracers continued intermittently for fifteen minutes then all the guns

concentrated on the north east tip of the Island - fields, medium and heavies -

opened up with a twenty minute barrage directed against the German batteries many of

which had been forced to move out of range of our guns by the weight of fire

directed against them from Messina*

Artillery was all British except for some American heavies.

Forty minutes before the troops reached shore the whole' barrage "was directed on

to the beaches for 15 minutes then returned to counter-battery firing. Just before

the landing the guns resumed their bombardment of the beaches and then lifted to

fire inland.

The infantry srossed the narrow straits in assault craft without drawing any

fire visible from the Sicilian shore.

The Canadians first obstacle ashore was a roadway vvith a 20 to 30 foot embank-

ment,

Prom the Sicilian coast the operation was almost unique in military strategy

since there/only one other place in the world - the B osphorous - where a waterborne

invasion could be supported by a concentration of land artillery ecxual to that used

here.

The. attack was not expected to achieve a surprise since the enemy must have

known by the concentration of landing craft off Sicily in the last few days it was

imminent but he did not knew the precise time or place,

A high Canadian officer said "it is almost like a river crossing".

The attack was preceded by great confidence among the commanders. The air and

sea battle had already been won and the guns had a ccver of slightly less than ten

yards each during the barrage. Tremendous air support was available of 'which

Simonds, who is commanding Canadians said "there is acre air support available than

we can possibly use,"

During the barrage it was Impossible to hear anything except crumping shell

bursts from Italy but when the barrage stopped completely at 6 a,m, only a single

burst of machine gun fire could be heard from Sicily\

Here are a few notes Ijotted down as I watched tie barrage from the beach -

3,35 a,m. Mein barrage started with guns firing all
-Vvith flashes

which show utd the straits.

3,50 a*,. Six of our searchlights formed a cone to guide'the landing craft.

Tracer still continuing. No,enemy counter fire, steady shell bursts wore visible

from Italy. Constant drone of landing craft motors and craft clearly visible.

3,53 Q*n» Lull except 'when firing was resumed,

1,10 a.n, Several fires on the opposite sicis,

1,15 a,in* Intermittent firing,

1,18 a.n. Heavy firing resumed*

If*2o a.m. Large regular explosions with heavy pall of smoke - apparently

ammunition blowing up.

1,25 a.m, Very intense firing - much heaviest yet. More ships visible on zhe

Ooast, Naval ships supported landing with many Canadians among the crews and the

Navy provided a covering force for the possibility shat fche Italian Navy might go to

sea.

At dawn a long line of barges passed and a few minutes later the first of the

string which stretched two to three miles down the coast drew up with the naval

escort behind.

A group of Spitfires flying at a high altitude -were the only planes I have see.

this morning. Groups of smiling Sicilians waved their handtoephiefs to Canadian ah

British soldier -driving along the coast road in the early morning as they watched

/barges
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barges and realized the invasion had started.

The initial landing, by the Canadians was not opposed and no Germans were

encountered as they advanced inland, according to reports reaching headquarters

just before 8 a,n.

Some Italian fire was encountered and silenced at the northern end of the

Canadian assault area.

Fisher crossing immediately.
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